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Using Metaobjects to Model

Concurrent Objects with PICT1

Markus Lumpe, Jean-Guy Schneider, Oscar Nierstrasz

Software Composition Group, University of Berne2

Abstract. We seek to support the development of open, distributed applications from
plug-compatible software abstractions. In order to rigorously specify these abstractions,
we are elaborating a formal object model for software composition in which objects and
related software abstractions are viewed as patterns of communicating processes. The se
mantic foundation is Milner'sπ calculus, and the starting point for our object model is
Pierce and Turner's encoding of objects as processes in the experimental PICT program-
ming language. Our experience shows that common object-oriented programming ab-
stractions such as dynamic binding, inheritance, genericity, and class variables are most
easily modelled whenmetaobjectsare explicitly reified as first class entities (i.e., proc-
esses). Furthermore, various roles that are typically merged (or confused) in object-ori-
ented languages such as classes, implementations, and metaobjects, each show up a
strongly-typed, first class processes.

Keywords. Components, Software Composition, Object modeling,π calculus,PICT.

1 Introduction

One of the key challenges for programming language designers today is to provide the too
will allow software engineers to develop robust, flexible, distributed applications from p
compatible software components [19]. Current object-oriented programming languages
cally provide an ad hoc collection of mechanisms for constructing and composing objects
they are based on ad hoc semantic foundations (if any at all) [18]. A language for comp
open systems, we argue, should be based on a rigorous semantic foundation in which c
rency, communication, abstraction, and composition are primitives.

The ad hoc nature of object-oriented languages can be manifested in three ways:

1. The granularity and nature of software abstractions may be restricted: the desig
a software component may be forced (unnaturally) to define it as an object. Usefu
stractions may be finer (e.g., mixins) or coarser (e.g., modules) or even higher-
(e.g., a synchronization policy).

1. InProceedings of Languages et Modèles à Objets,Leysin, Switzerland, October 1996, pp. 1-12.
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2. The abstraction mechanisms themselves may be ad hoc and inflexible: program
typically have only limited facilities for defining which features are visible to whic
clients, how binding of features (static or dynamic) should be resolved, or what k
of entities may be composed.

3. Language features are informally specified or even implementation dependent.
binations of features may exhibit unpredictable behaviour in different impleme
tions.

Given the ad hoc way in which software composition is supported in existing language
identify the need for a rigorous semantic foundation for modelling the composition of con
rent object systems from software components. We also seek simplicity and unification o
cepts: if we can understand all aspects of our object model in terms of a small set of prim
then we have a better hope of being able to cleanly integrate these features and avoid se
interference [18].

As a first step towards the definition of a compositional object model, we have usedICT

[25], an experimental programming language based on theπ calculus, as an executable specifi
cation language for modelling abstractions common to many object-oriented program
languages. Our experience shows thatmetaobjects— objects responsible for the managing th
creation, initialization and behaviour of instances of a class — arise naturally when mode
advanced features in terms of more primitive mechanisms. Metaobjects provide a gener
to model various aspects of object creation and composition, in contrast to ad hoc solution
result in new language features for each new aspect.

In section 2 we motivate our choice of PICT as a modelling tool, and we present exampl
how object-oriented features can be modelled in this framework. In section 3 we summariz
experience using metaobjects to model various object-oriented features. We conclud
some remarks concerning future work and directions.

2 Objects as Processes

There are several plausible candidates as computational models for objects. Theλ calculus has
the advantage of having a well-developed theoretical foundation and being well-suite
modelling encapsulation, composition and type issues [6], but has the disadvantage of
nothing about concurrency or communication. Process calculi such as CCS [15] have be
veloped to address just these shortcomings. Early work in modelling concurrent ob
[22][23] has proven CCS to be an expressive modelling tool, except that dynamic creatio
communication of new communication channels cannot be directly expressed and that ab
tions over the process space cannot be expressed within CCS itself, but only at a higher

Theπ calculus [17] addresses these shortcomings by allowing new names to be introd
and communicated much in the same way that theλ calculus introduces new bound names. Th
is needed for modelling creation of new objects with their own unique object identifiers.
basic (monadic) calculus allows only communication of channel names. The polyadicπ calcu-
lus [16] supports communication of tuples, needed to model passing of complex message
higher-orderπ calculus [27] supports the communication of process abstractions, whic
needed for modelling software composition within the calculus itself. Interestingly, the pol
ic and higher-order variants of theπ calculus can be faithfully translated (or “compiled”) dow
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to the basic calculus, so one may confidently use the features of richer variants of the ca
knowing that their meaning can always be understood in terms of the core calculus. Theπ cal-
culus has previously been used by Walker [34], Jones [11] and Barrio [3] to model variou
pects of object-oriented languages .

A further simplification has been studied by Honda [10], who proposed that asynchro
communication provides a better foundation for distributed systems, without any loss o
pressive power. This variant (also known as the “miniπ calculus”) essentially forms the core
language for PICT and the basis for our study.

PICT is an experimental programming language [25] whose language features are all d
by syntactic transformation to a core language that implements the miniπ calculus. PICT is as
much an attempt to turn theπ calculus into a full-blown programming language as it is a pla
form for experimenting with modelling of language features [26] and a platform for exp
menting with type disciplines and type inference schemes for theπ calculus [24]. We have been
using PICT for modelling traditional object-oriented features, such as inheritance and dyn
binding [28] as well as more esoteric abstractions needed for composing concurrent sy
such as generic synchronization policies [13][31].

2.1 The Pierce/Turner Basic Object Model

Pierce and Turner [26] have outlined a basic model for objects in PICT, in which objects are
modelled as a set of persistent processes representing instance variables and methods
terface of an object is a record1 containing the channels of all exported features. In figure 1
show the specification of a concurrent queue conforming to this model.

The concurrent queue consists of (i) two exported request channels (put to add a new item
to the queue andget to get a stored item) and (ii) a set of internal channels and processes
resenting the state of a queue object. Since communication is asynchronous, writing a v
a channel (e.g.,head!init ) is non-blocking, whereas reading a value from a channel (e
tail?last > ... ) blocks the reader. A value associated to a channel (such ashead!in-
it ) can be viewed as a message, which is consumed when it is read.

Each exported request channel is bound to a process abstraction. Processes defined wabs
are “anonymous processes” analogous to lambda abstractions. So theput channel is bound to
a process abstraction that reads a tuple[value,r] and then performs some actions. The
exported abstractions are the only processes able to query and manipulate the state of a
(since the names of the channels used to realize the state are never exported). In order to
fy their use, the request channels are packaged together as a record.

The behaviour of a queue is correct in presence of concurrent clients: both methods
and release the necessary local resources in a manner that avoids both interference an
lock. If a get request blocks because the queue is empty, aput request will nevertheless be
possible. Interleavingput andget requests cannot interfere or result in deadlock.

1. Records, like tuples, can be easily encoded as processes in theπ calculus, but are provided as primitives
in PICT. It is not possible in the space available to give a complete introduction to PICT. For details, please
consult the PICT tutorial [25].
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The reader may have noticed (i) the generic type parameterT (one of the major advantage
of the PICT type system is that it is quite easy to define processes with generic type param
the concrete type of an instantiated generic process will be inferred by the type system), a
the explicitlyfoldingandunfoldingof recursive types (the type inference algorithm used by
current PICT implementation does not support recursive type resolution). The datatypeCell,
which is used to fold a link channel, is a type alias for a generic and recursive tuple channe
Cell T = Rec(C) ^[T,C] .

The essentials of concurrent objects are captured by this basic object model: encapsu
identity, persistence, instantiation, and synchronization. It is less clear whether the mod
be extended to capture other common features of object-oriented programming languag
sic features found in most of the better known languages include self-references of objec
namic binding, inheritance, overriding, genericity, and class variables.

2.2 Extensions to the Basic Object Model

In this section we outline some extensions to the basic object model resulting from our ex
ences modelling object-oriented abstractions in PICT. For details, please refer to the corre
sponding technical reports [28][31].

The basic model does not encapsulate traditional class features like class variables an
references of objects, which are needed to support dynamic binding in local method call
has no notion of inheritance.

def queue [:T:][] = {- generic type parameter T -}
let

new head, tail, init {- new, private channels  -}
run head!init {- store name of head cell -}
run tail!init {- next available tail -}

in
record

put = abs [value, r] > {- put new value at tail of queue  -}
let

new link {- make a new tail channel  -}
in

tail?last > {- retrieve last available tail  -}
( tail!link {- store new link and value -}
| last![value, (fold (Cell T) link)]
| r![] ) {- and reply to client  -}

end
end,
get = abs [r] > {- get value from head of queue  -}

head?item > {- retrieve name of head cell  -}
item?[value, link] >{- retrieve value & next link -}

( head!(unfold link) {- remember the new head  -}
| r!value ) {- return value to client  -}

end
end

end
Figure 1 A Concurrent Queue in PICT
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Modelling Class Variables

As a first extension we add class variables and class methods to the basic model. In orde
lustrate this we add a counter to the queue which counts all currently queued items in all
queues and a class method which gives us access to the value of the counter.

A straightforward mapping of these features is to define them in global scope as two pro
es, but this violates data encapsulation and allows every client to access these features. W
found that the most natural solution is to introduce explicitmetaobjectsto encapsulate the logic
for creating and initializing instances of a class. Metaobjects [12] are a commonly used m
anism in various object-oriented programming languages to encapsulate the interpret

val QueueClass = {- global metaobject channel  -}
let

new total
run total!0 {- private class variable  -}

in
record

gettotal = abs [r] > {- public class method  -}
total?value >

(total!value | r!value)
end,

create = abs [:T:][r] > {- creation interface -}
r!(let

new head, tail, init
run head!init
run tail!init

in
record

put = abs [value, r] >
let

new link
in

tail?last > total?queued >
( tail!link
| last![value,(fold (Cell T) link)]
| total!(queued+1)
| r![] )

end
end,
get = abs [r] >

head?item > item?[value, link] > total?queued >
( head!(unfold link)
| total!(queued-1)
| r!value )

end
end

end)
end

end
end

Figure 2 A Metaobject for a Concurrent Queue in PICT
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guage features behind the interface of an object. In this case we use metaobjects to enca
and restrict access to class variables and methods. Class variables and class methods a
elled as instance variables and exported methods of the metaobject, respectively.

We use metaobjects not only to model shared class features, but more generally to cre
itialize, and control the behaviour of objects. In the basic model of Pierce and Turner, o
creation is modelled by a generator process in global scope. Moving this generator proc
side the metaobject is a first step towards modelling inheritance and self-references. A m
ject for the concurrent queue class is shown in figure 2.

QueueClass is declared as a unique global channel representing the metaobject for
neric concurrent queue class. The methodsput andget have been extended in order to cou
the total number of currently queued items. The class methodgettotal returns the total
count and the class methodcreate returns a new object of the queue class. Note that the
neric type parameterT appears only in thecreate methods. The metaobject itself does n
have to be generic.

Modelling Inheritance by Dynamic Binding of Self

The pseudo-variableSelfis needed to model dynamic binding. To model this feature, we m
use of a PICT library process that implements so-calledreference cells. A reference cell is an ob-
ject that providesset andget methods to set and retrieve stored values, respectively. Se
modelled as a reference cell that is set just once in thecreate method of the metaobject. In
order to initializeSelf, we first have to assign the new fresh object to a temporary channel
is the generator process), and second to define afixed point operatorwhich delivers the minimal
fixed point —Self(figure 3).

In a first approach we model inheritance by delegation (as in Self [30] and Sina [1]): eac
ject owns an instance of its direct superclass. This means that only the exported methods
superclass can be accessed by the subclass instance. Modelling dynamic binding requir
cial care. In the absence of dynamic binding ofSelf,if an inherited ancestor method calls
method redefined by the subclass, the original and not the redefined method will be called
Selfwithin the superclass instance refers to the superclass object, but not to the subclass
To achieve dynamic binding, we need a superclass instance in whichSelfrefers to the subclass
instance [7] (figure 4).

We now introduce “intermediate objects” in which all methods and instance variables
class are defined, butSelfis unbound: all methods have an additional first parameterSelf . The

create = abs [:T:][r] >
r!( let

val Self = emptyRef[: AObjectType :][]
new temporary {- make a new channel for Self -}
run temporary!( ...

object creation
... )

in
Self.set[temporary]; {- bind Self  -}
Self.get[] {- return current value of Self  -}

end)
Figure 3 Initialization of Self
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metaobject of each class defines a processCreateIntermediate (comparable with a gen-
erator in [7]) where the intermediate object of the class is defined (figure 5).

In theCreate method of the metaobject, an intermediate object is created, each exp
method is bound to a method defined in the intermediate object, and the correct bind
Self is established. As in the previous model, an empty reference cell is used to mode
reference (figure 6).

SubClass
Super

Self

Self SuperClass

SubClass SuperClass

Super
SelfSelf

Figure 4 Binding of Self with inheritance

Incorrect binding of Self

Correct binding of Self

def CreateIntermediate [] =
let

new head, tail, init
run (head!init | tail!init)

in
record

put = abs [Self, v, r] > ... {- Self is an explicit parameter  -}
get = abs [Self, r] > ...

end
end

Figure 5 Intermediate objects delay binding of Self

def Create [] =
let

val QueueIntermediate = CreateIntermediate []
val Self = emptyRef []
val NewInstance =

record
put = abs [v,r] = QueueIntermediate.put [Self.get[],v,r] end,
get = abs [r] = QueueIntermediate.get [Self.get[],r] end

end
in

Self.set[NewInstance];
Self.get[]

end
Figure 6 Binding Self in the metaobject
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Now, in addition to exporting theCreate method and all other public class methods, t
metaobject exports the methodCreateIntermediate , which returns a fresh copy of an in
termediate object of the class.

Inheritance is now straightforward to model. In order to reuse the methods defined in a
cestor class, the metaobject of a class gets a fresh copy of the intermediate object of its
superclass. This intermediate object is then used to define the intermediate object of th
itself. It is possible to (i) override methods, (ii) define new methods, and (iii) call inher
methods.

3 Observations

The basic object model of Pierce and Turner is a robust basis for modelling many aspects
jects. We have been able to adapt this model quite easily to support all the object-oriente
tures which we set as a challenge. While we added many features to objects and modifie
internal representation and implementation, the interface of objects did not change.

An object is a server process containing a set of local processes and channels repre
methods and instance variables. The interface to an object is a record containing the ch
of all exported features. By modifying the interface record, the visibility of features can b
lectively controlled.

Two mechanisms are used to control feature visibility: scope rules and type system.
finer grained control over a feature is needed, it is moved to an inner scope; for coarse-g
control, it is moved to an outer scope. The type system offers a more sophisticated way fo
trolling visibility: type restriction can be used to hide features whereas type extension a
features to be added or redefined. The use of type restriction may cause problems whe
safe downcasting is possible, because downcasting might be used to obtain uncontrolled
to private features.

To model class variables, class methods, and self-references, we have introducedmetaob-
jectsto represent classes as run-time entities. The need to use metaobjects arises natural
we want to model correct initialization and controlled access to these features. Class var
and methods are modelled as features of the metaobject, whereas self-references are a
by a combination of a generator and a fixed point process in the metaobject (i.e., mimickin
way self-reference can be modelled using functions and records [7]).

Although metaobjects are usually associated with Metaobject Protocols [12] (MOPs
did not find a need to introduce a full MOP for the purpose of modelling objects in PICT.
Metaobjects were useful even without any application of runtime reflection. Metaobjects
vide a general way to model object creation and composition, in contrast to ad hoc solution
introduce new language features — for example, to model thesuper feature of Smalltalk, we
do not need to change the language, but simply alter the metaobject.

We also found that modelling objects and classes as processes clarifies the separate
mechanisms that are merged or confused in most object-oriented programming languag
example, object-oriented languages overload classes to represent four or even five disti
tions: (i) classes as “cookie-cutters” (i.e., intensions) for objects, (ii) classes as extensible
inheritable) software components, (iii) classes as types, (iv) classes as metaobjects, and
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times even (v) classes as sets of instances (i.e., extensions). The PICT object model clearly sep-
arates these distinct roles.

Since PICT is statically typed, every abstraction or process is statically typed. Therefore
like those of CLOS [12] or Smalltalk [8], our metaobjects are also statically typed. Ty
metaobjects have several advantages: (i) metaobjects are typed first class objects repre
plain classes, (ii) no runtime method lookup is needed, (iii) visibility of features of metaobj
can be controlled by the type system, and (iv) genericity is well-typed; it is just a paramete
tion of metaobject features.

Modelling inheritance and dynamic binding requires a more sophisticated solution
found that we needed to define so-calledintermediate objectsthat define all the methods and
instance variables of a class, while leaving self-reference unbound. Binding of self-refere
established by the metaobject when an object is actually created. Inheritance can be mo
by copying and modifying intermediate objects of superclasses. This approach follows cl
that used by Cook and Palsberg to propagate self-reference to a modified client [7].

4 Conclusions and Future Work

Our experiences show that theπ calculus is expressive enough for modelling standard obje
oriented programming language features in a convenient way. Walker [34] has show
POOL [2] can be modelled in theπ calculus, but in his approach, no subtyping or inheritance
supported. Subtyping and a notion ofSelfcan be modelled with the “Calculus of Objects” o
Vasconcelos [32]. Barrio [3] has given a nearly complete representation of active objects
π calculus, but dynamic binding and a notion ofSelfare still missing. With this work we have
shown that inheritance, dynamic binding, and self-reference can also be conveniently mo
with theπ calculus with the aid of processes representing metaobjects.

Modelling object-oriented features in theπ calculus is tedious work, akin to programming i
a “concurrent assembler.” PICT simplifies this work somewhat by providing syntax for a larg
number of common, basic programming abstractions, like Booleans and integers, control
tures, functions, expressions, and statements. Still, to model objects as processes, one
obliged to forsake natural abstractions and explicitly describe behavioural in low-level, o
tional terms. For example, to specify the concurrent queue in figure 1, we had to explicitly
ate and manipulate the reply channel used to deliverput andget results to clients.

It is possible to specify the concurrent queue in PICT without explicitly mentioning reply
channels, but the abstractions needed to do so are not immediately obvious [28]. Theref
are looking for a less primitive, intermediate calculus that is more convenient for mode
concurrent objects. We are beginning to explore a so-called “guarded object calculus” (G
[20] in which an objects is modelled as a set of functions that read and write a local tuple s
of messages representing the object’s state. Whenever an operation is called on an objecin-
put guardgrabs the needed resources from the tuple space. After the calculation, anoutput trig-
gerrestores resources.

The use of guards and triggers for modelling objects has the advantage that (i) it is po
to specify any kind of operation in GOC style and (ii) objects behave correctly in the pres
of multiple clients. On the other hand it is still an open question how to model other abs
tions, such as local method calls, self-references and inheritance.
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As an extension to our object model, we have modelled McHale’s “generic synchroniz
policies” (GSP) [13] as composable concurrent abstraction in PICT. GSPs are reusable specifi
cations of synchronisation policies, such as “mutual exclusion”, “readers/writers” and s
that may be bound to the implementation of different object classes. In our first approac
used a preprocessor to translate GSP abstractions into PICT code. After a few iterations, we
found we were able to omit the preprocessing phase and implement GSPs directly inICT.
There are numerous other interesting approaches in modelling concurrent objects worth
tigating, such as the “composition filters” approach of Sina [4], the state variable unificatio
proach to synchronization of Oz [29], or theseparateextension to Eiffel [14].

Although it is our long-term goal to define an object model suitable for specifying the c
position of open, concurrent systems, so far we have mainly concentrated on modelling
mon features of object-oriented languages that do not necessarily address concurrency
are still a few abstractions we did not incorporate into our first object models, such as mu
inheritance, binary methods, type-safe downcasting, and constrained genericity. Modelli
nary methods is a challenging task, especially in the context of subclassing and polymo
data structures, since the definition of binary methods naturally leads to recursive type d
tions. Bruceet al.[5] have surveyed the sources of problems with binary methods, and have
sented a comparison of various solutions to these problems. We hope that an adaptation o
of these solutions to our object models will not only give us further insight into the precis
quirements of a concurrent object model, but also help us to define an appropriate type s
for software composition.

Although metaobjects are usually associated with MOPs, we only defined a basic MO
our PICT object models. Two major questions arise: what kind of MOPs do we need in a c
position language, and what are the consequences for the underlying type system?
knowledge, most of the languages supporting run-time MOPs are not statically typed
therefore a challenging task to see what kind of MOP can be defined with the current typ
tem of PICT, or how the type system should be extended in order to support run-time refle
using metaobjects.

Our overall goal in this work is to develop a formal model of software composition and
executablecomposition language[19] for specifying components, composition abstraction
and applications as compositions of software components. Ultimately we are targeting th
velopment of open, hence distributed systems. A composition language for open sy
should not only have its formal semantics specified in terms of communicating processe
should really support concurrent and distributed behaviour. The run-time system of curre
plementation of PICT only runs on a single processor; it is not possible to specify real distri
tion of processes. As a first step towards real distribution, we have implemented a s
prototype for a subset of the PICT programming language supporting communication betwe
distributed nodes [33]. What we need, however, is a distributed abstract machine as ru
system for the composition language, comparable to that used for Java [9]. A distribute
stract machine for software composition could be built on top of an existing intercompo
communication system (e.g., COM or CORBA)..
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